Day‐End Reports
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Daysheet
Each day, go to Day‐End Reports and print a Daysheet. Selecting a Date Range of today will give you an
accounts receivable total, if you include other than today it will not. Selecting a Practitioner will give
you a separate report for each practitioner, leaving it blank will give you totals and detail for all
practitioners.
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The Daysheet lists all charge, payments, and adjustments and their effect on the accounts receivable
total. Daily Gross Production less any Adjustments made today on the right side of the report. Daily
income is on the left. Items such as Direct Deposit and sometimes Credit Cards are not included in the
total for deposit. Adjustments made today for a previous day are listed on the right to reflect their
effect on the accounts total for today. Examine the audit trail for explanations of previous day
adjustments; today’s adjustments are listed on this report.

Day Sheet (Continued)
Note: Adjustments or any entry affecting a previous day are written to the Audit Trail found in
Transactions>Utilities>Audit Trail
Return of receipts to the payment entity is listed to indicate an adjustment to the patient balance and
the accounts receivable total (last entry on the bottom left). There should be an off‐setting entry in your
accounts payable (check book) to achieve balance. This is no such thing as a negative deposit.
At the bottom of the report is a breakdown of production and receipts by practitioner practice total.

Deposit Slip
Most banks will accept this deposit slip if it is stapled to the office blank deposit slip.
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In Settings>Report Settings you have the option to include credit card receipts or now. Direct Deposits
are shown as insurance payments if Post Payments was selected in Direct Deposit. They are deducted
from the total deposit if you selected Post with Daysheet.

Year‐to‐Date
The Year‐to‐Date report gives the Net Production and Receipts by year. It can be by individual
Practitioner or for the entire office.
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Select the current year to get a report showing Net Production and Net Receipts for the current year to
the date of the report. Averages are also noted.
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Selecting a previous year produces a report such as this.
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Post‐Op
The Post‐Op report is a helpful way to follow up on patients seen during the day, particularly those who
have had anesthetics or difficult procedures. Select the date range then the procedure range.
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This type of report will be produced. Patients’ phone number are included making it easy to make
follow‐up calls.
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Tracking Practitioner information ‐ The use of wild cards does not affect the single digit practitioner
numbers. Practitioners are recognized as the right most character, wildcards are the left most character.
Using this combination will allow you to display any combination from the practitioner menus provided
they have been entered accordingly.

Insurance Claims Tracking
Data Team tracks the insurance claims process from inception of the charge to payment disposition.
Beginning in the Ledger individual procedures are marked as unfiled for payment by the insurance
company “U”. When filled for payment, the “U” changes to “O” indicating it is outstanding for payment.
Once payment is received the “O” is removed indicating disposition of the insurance obligation.

Claims Status
Go to Insurance>Claims Status>Unsubmitted Claims Report or Outstanding Claims Report. This report
lists all procedures in the system not having been filed for payment “U”. It shows you the date of
service, the patient name, the procedures and amount of charge, a complete list of claims needing to be
filed for payment.
Unsubmitted Claims Report

Figure 1 Claims must be filed timely for payment!

Outstanding Claims Reports

Figures 2 and 3

Outstanding claims for all insurance companies is the default. Entering an insurance company code
results in the information for that company only. The “Exclude by” date defaults to one month prior to
today’s date, since the claims are not delinquent if paid within 30 days. Pick the number of days you

wish. “Detailed Reports” is an alternate format available with additional information. They give all
information necessary when contacting the insurance company. “Date Filed” sort shows the most
delinquent easily while the “Name Sort” shows family members together.
Mark Insurance Disposed
Insurance claims tracking from the Ledger ends when you apply insurance payment and identify the
procedures being paid using the insurance payment code (15). Insurance denied is handled the same
way using Code (16)
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The procedures pending disposal screen is activated when either Code 15 (Insurance Payment) or Code
16 (Insurance Denied) are used from the Ledger. Highlighted individual records are disposed by clicking
“Dispose” or “Dispose All”.

Bulk Deposit/ Direct Deposit Disposal

Figure 5

Bulk Deposit is used when you receive one check for a number of patients. Click insurance carrier
browse to select the company from which the check is received. A list of patients outstanding for
payment is presented. Click on each procedure altering the amount presented if necessary. Once the
total equals the amount of the check, click Post Payments. The payments will be entered on each
Ledger and the procedures are disposed. Direct Deposit works the same way but no check will be
mailed to you. Put the check mark in Direct Deposit.

